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A look at the metaphysical experiences that shaped the lives and work of 24 great men and women from the Renaissance to modern times •
Chronicles the changing relationship with God, nature, and spirituality from the 16th century to the 20th century • Includes encounters with
the paranormal of Ben Johnson, Isaac Newton, Mary Shelley, Leo Tolstoy, Doris Lessing, and Winston Churchill What role did the esoteric
thought of Swedenborg play in the creative output of Honoré de Balzac? Did a supernatural encounter prompt Mary Wollstonecraft Shelley to
focus her work on the theme of immortality? Building on his earlier research on communications with the spirit world that Victor Hugo, author
of Les Misérables, experienced while in exile on the isle of Jersey, John Chambers now looks at the role occult knowledge and supernatural
experiences played in the lives of 24 geniuses. His investigation spans the life and work of William Blake, Helena Blavatsky, and W. B. Yeats,
whose esoteric interests are well known, as well as those little suspected of such encounters with worlds beyond ours, including Doris
Lessing, Leo Tolstoy, Norman Mailer, Yukio Mishima, and Winston Churchill. Chambers presents more than a collection of anecdotes and
newly revealed secrets. His research provides insightful historical context of the decisive turning point that took place with the collapse of
Prague, the occult capital of Europe, in 1620, which resulted in the victory of Cartesian reality and Newton’s scientific paradigm over the
esoteric traditions that flourished until that time. The magical and occult world shown in the lives of these 24 great men and women offers us
a glimpse of what could still be ours--a world that though it is now overshadowed by modern scientific and technological principles is yet still
visible on the horizon through the visions and paranormal experiences of these geniuses.
On Yom Kippur, Jews of antiquity would sacrifice two goats: one as an offering to a harsh and judging god, the other turned loose in the
wilderness as a carrier of the group's sins. But throughout history, says Andrea Dworkin, women and Jews themselves have served as
society's scapegoats. From the Inquisition, when women were targeted as witches and Jews as heretics, to the Nazi assault on Jewish and
female bodies, these groups have been doomed to the twin fates of slaughter and exile. In Scapegoat Dworkin draws on history, literature,
philosophy, and politics to create a series of pairings -- homeland/home, pogrom/rape, Palestinians/prostitutes -- that elucidate the misogyny
and anti-Semitism of the past millennium's atrocities. Sure to incite debate, Dworkin presents a startling new view of how Nazism waged war
on the female body. She offers a profound indictment of Israel's "scapegoating" of the Palestinians and critiques the supremacy Israeli men
exert over Israeli women. Most provocatively, she imagines a world in which women betray the men of their ethnic/racial groups to fight for
their own rights. Dworkin's exploration of when and how scapegoats themselves use violence will shock and disturb -- and no reader will look
at the world the same way again.
This book is available as open access through the Bloomsbury Open Access programme and is available on
www.bloomsburycollections.com. Cultural Science introduces a new way of thinking about culture. Adopting an evolutionary and systems
approach, the authors argue that culture is the population-wide source of newness and innovation; it faces the future, not the past. Its chief
characteristic is the formation of groups or 'demes' (organised and productive subpopulation; 'demos'). Demes are the means for creating,
distributing and growing knowledge. However, such groups are competitive and knowledge-systems are adversarial. Starting from a
rereading of Darwinian evolutionary theory, the book utilises multidisciplinary resources: Raymond Williams's 'culture is ordinary' approach;
evolutionary science (e.g. Mark Pagel and Herbert Gintis); semiotics (Yuri Lotman); and economic theory (from Schumpeter to McCloskey).
Successive chapters argue that: -Culture and knowledge need to be understood from an externalist ('linked brains') perspective, rather than
through the lens of individual behaviour; -Demes are created by culture, especially storytelling, which in turn constitutes both politics and
economics; -The clash of systems - including demes - is productive of newness, meaningfulness and successful reproduction of culture;
-Contemporary urban culture and citizenship can best be explained by investigating how culture is used, and how newness and innovation
emerge from unstable and contested boundaries between different meaning systems; -The evolution of culture is a process of technologically
enabled 'demic concentration' of knowledge, across overlapping meaning-systems or semiospheres; a process where the number of demes
accessible to any individual has increased at an accelerating rate, resulting in new problems of scale and coordination for cultural science to
address. The book argues for interdisciplinary 'consilience', linking evolutionary and complexity theory in the natural sciences, economics and
anthropology in the social sciences, and cultural, communication and media studies in the humanities and creative arts. It describes what is
needed for a new 'modern synthesis' for the cultural sciences. It combines analytical and historical methods, to provide a framework for a
general reconceptualisation of the theory of culture – one that is focused not on its political or customary aspects but rather its evolutionary
significance as a generator of newness and innovation.
We think of myth as a fictional story, and Plato was the first to use the term muthos in that sense. But Plato also used muthos to describe the
practice of making and telling stories, the oral transmission of all that a community keeps in its collective memory. In the first part of Plato the
Myth Maker, Luc Brisson reconstructs Plato's multifaceted and not uncritical description of muthos in light of the latter's famous Atlantis story.
The second part of the book contrasts this sense of myth, as Plato does, with another form of speech that he believed was far superior: the
logos of philosophy. Appearing for the first time in English, Plato the Myth Maker is a solid and important contribution to the history of myth,
based on the privileged testimony of one of its most influential critics and supporters.
The resurrection of Jesus is arguably the most significant component of the Christian narrative and is critical for Paul’s presentation of the
Gospel. Yet it is routinely marginalized in study of the polemics of Galatians, largely because it is explicitly mentioned only once, and even
then, only obliquely. This investigation redraws the boundaries of its impact in the letter, showing the risen Christ to be an indispensable
feature of how Paul’s argument unfolds and achieves its ultimate objective—establishing a rationale for the creation of a multiethnic
eschatological family of God, which is grounded in Israel’s biblical tradition.
"... impressive work of scholarship..." -- Exceptional Human Experience
Between 1535 and 1603, more than 200 English Catholics were executed by the State for treason. Drawing on an extraordinary range of
contemporary sources, Anne Dillon examines the ways in which these executions were transformed into acts of martyrdom. Utilizing the
reports from the gallows, the Catholic community in England and in exile created a wide range of manuscripts and texts in which they
employed the concept of martyrdom for propaganda purposes in continental Europe and for shaping Catholic identity and encouraging
recusancy at home. Particularly potent was the derivation of images from these texts which provided visual means of conveying the symbol of
the martyr. Through an examination of the work of Richard Verstegan and the martyr murals of the English College in Rome, the book
explores the influence of these images on the Counter Reformation Church, the Jesuits, and the political intentions of English Catholics in
exile and those of their hosts. The Construction of Martyrdom in the English Catholic Community, 1535-1603 shows how Verstegan used the
English martyrs in his Theatrum crudelitatum of 1587 to rally support from Catholics on the Continent for a Spanish invasion of England to
overthrow Elizabeth I and her government. The English martyr was, Anne Dillon argues, as much a construction of international, political
rhetoric as it was of English religious and political debate; an international Catholic banner around which Catholic European powers were
urged to rally.

The Word Biblical Commentary delivers the best in biblical scholarship, from the leading scholars of our day who share a
commitment to Scripture as divine revelation. This series emphasizes a thorough analysis of textual, linguistic, structural,
and theological evidence. The result is judicious and balanced insight into the meanings of the text in the framework of
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biblical theology. These widely acclaimed commentaries serve as exceptional resources for the professional theologian
and instructor, the seminary or university student, the working minister, and everyone concerned with building theological
understanding from a solid base of biblical scholarship. Overview of Commentary Organization Introduction—covers
issues pertaining to the whole book, including context, date, authorship, composition, interpretive issues, purpose, and
theology. Each section of the commentary includes: Pericope Bibliography—a helpful resource containing the most
important works that pertain to each particular pericope. Translation—the author’s own translation of the biblical text,
reflecting the end result of exegesis and attending to Hebrew and Greek idiomatic usage of words, phrases, and tenses,
yet in reasonably good English. Notes—the author’s notes to the translation that address any textual variants,
grammatical forms, syntactical constructions, basic meanings of words, and problems of translation.
Form/Structure/Setting—a discussion of redaction, genre, sources, and tradition as they concern the origin of the
pericope, its canonical form, and its relation to the biblical and extra-biblical contexts in order to illuminate the structure
and character of the pericope. Rhetorical or compositional features important to understanding the passage are also
introduced here. Comment—verse-by-verse interpretation of the text and dialogue with other interpreters, engaging with
current opinion and scholarly research. Explanation—brings together all the results of the discussion in previous sections
to expose the meaning and intention of the text at several levels: (1) within the context of the book itself; (2) its meaning
in the OT or NT; (3) its place in the entire canon; (4) theological relevance to broader OT or NT issues. General
Bibliography—occurring at the end of each volume, this extensive bibliographycontains all sources used anywhere in the
commentary.
Assessment of the apostle Paul and a fresh appreciation of his continuing significance today.
Billy the Kid, Wyatt Earp, and Joaquín Murrieta are fixed in the American imagination as towering legends of the Old
West. But that has not always been the case. There was a time when these men were largely forgotten relics of a bygone
era. Then, in the early twentieth century, an obscure Chicago newspaperman changed all that. Walter Noble Burns
(1872–1932) served with the First Kentucky Infantry during the Spanish-American War and covered General John J.
Pershing’s pursuit of Pancho Villa in Mexico as a correspondent for the Chicago Tribune. However history-making these
forays may seem, they were only the beginning. In the last six years of his life, Burns wrote three books that propelled
New Mexico outlaw Billy the Kid, Tombstone marshal Wyatt Earp, and California bandit Joaquín Murrieta into the realm
of legend. Despite Burns’s remarkable command of his subjects—based on exhaustive research and interviews—he has
been largely ignored by scholars because of the popular, even occasionally fictional, approach he employed. In American
Mythmaker, the first literary biography of Burns, Mark J. Dworkin brings Burns out of the shadows. Through careful
analysis of The Saga of Billy the Kid (1926), Tombstone: An Iliad of the Southwest (1927), and The Robin Hood of
Eldorado: The Saga of Joaquín Murrieta (1932) and their reception, Dworkin shows how Burns used his journalistic
training to introduce the history of the American West to his era’s general readership. In the process, Burns made his
subjects household names. Are Burns’s books fact or fiction? Was he a historian or a novelist? Dworkin considers these
questions as he uncovers the story behind Burns’s mythmaking works. A long-overdue biography of a writer who shaped
our idea of western history, American Mythmaker documents in fascinating detail the fashioning of some of the greatest
American legends.
“It is rare to read an archaeological book that has the capacity to inspire, as this one has.”—Mark P. Leone, author of The
Archaeology of Liberty in an American Capital “Archaeology as Political Action is a highly original work that will be
important for archaeologists and others concerned with processes of social change in the world today and, more
importantly, with making a difference.”—Thomas C. Patterson, coeditor of Foundations of Social Archaeology “This
powerful statement by a leading archaeological thinker has profound implications for rigorous archaeological
interpretation, community collaboration, and political intervention.”—Stephen W. Silliman, coeditor of Historical
Archaeology
John Bale (1495 - 1563) made a strong impact on the growth of English Protestant self-consciousness in the sixteenth
century. He spent twenty years as a Carmelite friar, and then converted to Protestantism in the mid-1530s. Henry VIII's
government enlisted Bale to write and produce plays against the Papacy; he had a decisive influence on John Foxe, and
Foxe's 'Book of Martyrs' (1563); and Bale's drama 'Kynge Johan' was an important link between the medieval mystery
plays and the age of Shakespeare. His greatest achievement, however, was his re-telling of English history in light of the
Reformation. Bale argued that England had a divine vocation to protect and defend Protestantism against Roman
political subversion and non-Biblical religion. Bale's story of England as the ""new Israel shaped the self-consciousness
of the Elizabethan age, and via John Winthrop and New England in 1630 bequeathed a sense of national vocation to
America as well. Leslie P. Fairfield studied at Princeton and Harvard, taught at Purdue University, and served for thirty
years as Professor of Church History at Trinity Episcopal School for Ministry. -- Publisher - https://www.cokesbury.com/
The numerous selections in this volume give, for the first time, a true idea of the range of Swift's writing over half a
century. Besides many familiar works, the editors have included correspondence, political pamphlets, poetry, a sermon,
and pieces for the popular press.
More than fifty specialists have contributed to this new edition of volume 4 of The Cambridge Bibliography of English
Literature. The design of the original work has established itself so firmly as a workable solution to the immense problems
of analysis, articulation and coordination that it has been retained in all its essentials for the new edition. The task of the
new contributors has been to revise and integrate the lists of 1940 and 1957, to add materials of the following decade, to
correct and refine the bibliographical details already available, and to re-shape the whole according to a new series of
conventions devised to give greater clarity and consistency to the entries.
C. S. Lewis--On the Christ of a Religious Economy I, Creation and Sub-Creation opens with Lewis on creation, the fall into original
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sin, and the human condition before God and how such an understanding permeated all his work, post-conversion. For Lewis,
Christ, the second person of the Trinity, is the agent of creation and its redeemer. This leads into Lewis's representation through
sub-creation: explaining salvation history and the purpose of the creation and the creature through story (The Chronicles of Narnia,
The Space Trilogy, Screwtape, etc.), but also the question of multiple incarnations, and the encounters he pens between AslanChrist and creatures. What does this tell us about the human predicament and our state after the fall? This volume forms the first
part of the third book in a series of studies on the theology of C. S. Lewis titled C. S. Lewis: Revelation and the Christ. The books
are written for academics and students, but also, crucially, for those people, ordinary Christians, without a theology degree who
enjoy and gain sustenance from reading Lewis's work.
Cultural Secrets as Narrative Form: Storytelling in Nineteenth-Century America examines the interplay between the familiar and
the forgotten in tales of America's first century as a nation. By studying both the common concerns and the rising tensions
between the known and the unknown, the told and the untold, this book offers readers new insight into the making of a nation
through stories. Here, identity is built not so much through the winnowing competition of perspectives as through the cumulative
layering of stories, derived from sources as diverse as rumors circulating in early patriot newspapers and the highest
achievements of aesthetic culture. And yet this is not a source study: the interaction of texts is reciprocal, and the texts studied are
not simply complementary but often jarring in their interrelations. The result is a new model of just how some of America's central
episodes of self-definition -- the Puritan legacy, the Revolutionary War, and the Western frontier -- have achieved near mythic
force in the national imagination. The most powerful myths of national identity, this author argues, are not those that erase
historical facts but those able to transform such facts into their own deep resources. Book jacket.
Provides historical coverage of the United States and Canada from prehistory to the present. Includes information abstracted from
over 2,000 journals published worldwide.
Presents the life and career of J.K. Rowling, the author of the popular children's series "Harry Potter."
This bibliography and resource consists of a chronological introduction to the development of Lewis's works, a copious
bibliography and a guide to the study of Lewis, an introductory essay on Christology in Lewis, and a glossary for those unfamiliar
with some of the background and terms to Lewis's understanding of revelation and the Christ. It will be an invaluable resource for
all scholars of C. S. Lewis. The bibliography stands alone but it also serves to complement the three volumes of the series C. S.
Lewis, Revelation, and the Christ.
- Excerpts from and citations to reviews of more than 8,000 books each year, from 109 publications. - Electronic version with
expanded coverage, and retrospective version available, see p. 5 and p. 31. - Pricing: Service Basis-Books.
"An exceptionally clear and penetrating study of the historically nuanced relationship between sf and the "discordant philosophies"
of science, religion, and social theory."--Van Ikin, University of Western Australia. A literary genre that pervades 21st-century
popular culture, science fiction creates mythologies that make statements about humanity's place in the universe and embody an
intersection of science, religion and philosophy. This book considers the significance of this confluence through an examination of
myths in the writings of H. G. Wells, Arthur C. Clarke, Philip K. Dick and Frank Herbert. Presenting fresh insights into their works,
the author brings to light the tendency of science fiction narratives to reaffirm spiritual myths.
Considering apostle Paul's importance and influence, and the important sources for the study of Paul, this second edition examines: the
earliest period of Christianity - from Jesus to Paul; Paul's life before and after his 'conversion'; his individual letters; the major elements of his
theology; his attitude to Israel and the Jewish law; and more.
This hard-hitting critique of media culture examines not only the ways in which the public is deceived, but the media's role in propagating
those deceptions. Illustrations.
Introduces the geography, history, government, economy, industry, culture, historic sites, and famous people of the largest state in area, east
of the Mississippi.
McKown (philosophy, Auburn U.) attacks the notion that the Biblical myth of creation can stand on equal footing with the theory of evolution.
He points out ambiguities and rhetorical ploys, notes where creationists conveniently slip out of a literal reading of scripture (and traces the
logical path of not doing so), and warns of the dangers the movement poses to political and educational health. Annotation copyright by Book
News, Inc., Portland, OR
This unique collection brings together various scholars of sociology and political science to explore the status and activities of the intellectuals
and the intelligentsia past, present and future. The intellectuals and intelligentsia perform a social role as well as a mental function and are
products of their age and country. Their role in various parts of the globe and in different historical periods is compared and contrasted. Longrange historical perspective is provided by an essay on the sociology of intellectual creativity in the axial period of human history. In addition,
the role of the intellectual and intelligentsia and its implications for the future development of Third World nations is considered.
Plunge into the soul of Lewis's Space Trilogy, L'Engle's A Wrinkle in Time, and Tolkien's The Lord of the Rings. Dwarves, elves, princes and
princesses, dark powers, unlikely heroes and fantastic places open up to us in this excellent introduction to Christian mythopoeia. This
overview of the major Christian mythmakers explores how they influenced and inspired one another, and identifies the symbols and emblems
in their works. Rediscover the characters and worlds of authors such as C. S. Lewis, George MacDonald, G. K. Chesterton, J. R. R. Tolkien,
John Bunyan, Madeleine L'Engle, Charles Williams, Walter Wangerin
Contemporary Publishing and the Culture of Books is a comprehensive resource that builds bridges between the traditional focus and
methodologies of literary studies and the actualities of modern and contemporary literature, including the realities of professional writing, the
conventions and practicalities of the publishing world, and its connections between literary publishing and other media. Focusing on the
relationship between modern literature and the publishing industry, the volume enables students and academics to extend the text-based
framework of modules on contemporary writing into detailed expositions of the culture and industry which bring these texts into existence; it
brings economic considerations into line alongside creative issues, and examines how employing marketing strategies are utilized to promote
and sell books. Sections cover: The standard university-course specifications of contemporary writing, offering an extensive picture of the
social, economic, and cultural contexts of these literary genres The impact and status of non-literary writing, and how this compares with
certain literary genres as an index to contemporary culture and a reflection of the state of the publishing industry The practicalities and
conventions of the publishing industry Contextual aspects of literary culture and the book industry, visiting the broader spheres of publishing,
promotion, bookselling, and literary culture Carefully linked chapters allow readers to tie key elements of the publishing industry to the
particular demands and features of contemporary literary genres and writing, offering a detailed guide to the ways in which the three core
areas of culture, economics, and pragmatics intersect in the world of publishing. Further to being a valuable resource for those studying
English or Creative Writing, the volume is a key text for degrees in which Publishing is a component, and is relevant to those aspects of
Media Studies that look at interactions between the media and literature/publishing.
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Employing a postmodernist literary approach, Kyoko Yuasa identifies C.S. Lewis both as an antimodernist and as a Christian postmodernist
who tells the story of the Gospel to twentieth- and twenty-first-century readers. Lewis is popularly known as anable Christian apologist,
talented at explaining Christian beliefs in simple, logical terms. His fictional works, on the other hand, feature expressions that erect
ambiguous borders between non-fiction and fiction, an approach similar to those typical in postmodernist literature. While postmodernist
literature is full of micronarratives that deconstruct the Great Story, Lewis's fictional world shows the reverse: in his world, micronarratives
express the Story that transcends human understanding. Lewis's approach reflects both his opposition to modernist philosophy, which
embraces solidified interpretation, and his criticism of modernised Christianity. Here Yuasa brings to the fore Lewis's focus on the history of
interpretation and seeks a new model.
American MythmakerWalter Noble Burns and the Legends of Billy the Kid, Wyatt Earp, and Joaquín MurrietaUniversity of Oklahoma Press
In 2013 zette de herontdekte klassieker Stoner de uitgeefwereld op z'n kop. Nog nooit eerder was er sprake van zo'n onwaarschijnlijk geval
van artistieke rechtvaardigheid: alleen al in Nederland gingen er in drie jaar tijd ruim 250.000 exemplaren over de toonbank. Wereldwijd zijn
dat er meer dan een miljoen. Zowel pers als boekhandel waren unaniem lovend, en internationale sterren spraken hun bewondering uit over
'de perfecte roman'. Later verschenen ook zijn anti-western Butcher's Crossing, zijn historische brievenroman Augustus en zijn debuut Niets
dan de nacht, waarvan in Nederland gezamenlijk ruim 500.000 exemplaren werden verkocht. John Edward Williams maakte het allemaal niet
meer mee: hij overleed in 1994 op 71-jarige leeftijd aan longproblemen. Maar wie was deze man, die zijn schrijfstijl met elk boek opnieuw
leek uit te vinden, eigenlijk echt? En waarom is hij bij leven nooit doorgebroken? In 1973 ontving hij voor Augustus de National Book Award,
de belangrijkste Amerikaanse boekenprijs, maar moest die, voor de eerste en laatste keer in de geschiedenis van de prijs, delen met een
andere auteur. In deze geautoriseerde biografie leren we een man kennen die pas twintig jaar na zijn dood de eer ontving die hem altijd al
toekwam.
A portrait, in stories and pictures, of the many ways the American West has been depicted in art, film, literature, music, and popular culture.
True Myth examines the meaning and significance of myth as understood by C.S. Lewis and Joseph Campbell and its place in the Christian
faith in a technological society. C.S. Lewis defined Christianity, and being truly human, as a relationship between thepersonal Creator and his
creation mediated through faith in his son, Jesus. The influential writer and mythologist Joseph Campbell had a different perspective,
understanding Christianity as composed of mythical themes similar to those in other religious and secular myths. While accepting certain
portions of the biblical record as historical, Campbell taught the theological and miraculous aspects as symbolic - as stories in which the
reader discovers what it means to be human today. In contrast, Lewis presented the theological and the miraculous in a literal way. Although
Lewis understood how one could see symbolism and lessons for life in miraculous events, he believed they were more than symbolic and
indeed took place in human history. In True Myth, James W. Menzies skilfully balances the two writers' differing approaches to guide the
reader through a complex interaction of myth with philosophy, media, ethics, history, literature, art, music and religion in a contemporary
world.
This revised and updated new edition of a core text for radio studies offers students a critical introduction to the field; it blends theory and
practical guidance, covers the most important radio genres, and addresses key changes in the landscape of radio production since
publication of the first edition.
A filmmaker, visionary, and entrepreneur, George Lucas has not only changed the way we experience film and filmmaking, but also
revolutionized film industry practices and standards. George Lucas, on an economic, aesthetic, and cultural level, has contributed more than
any other individual to the shaping of the New Hollywood and is one of the most important figures in film history. His contribution to the film
industry and our culture can be defined as the "Lucas Effect." Until now Lucas' work has been studied categorically. That is, popular books
have been written that focus specifically on his life, his marketing skills, his films, his fans, or his various business accomplishments and
practices. This is the first book to weave these threads together into a cohesive, rigorous study that illustrates the far reaching impact and
importance of his creative genius. This book is important not only for film academics, students of film criticism and theory, popular culture
scholars, and film devotees, but also for industry power brokers, Lucas fans and anyone who is interested in the work, life, and legacy of one
of film's most important visionaries, George Lucas.
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